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ABSTRACT

The action for the classical model of the electron exhibiting

Zitterbevegung is generalized to curved space by introducing a spin

connection. The dynamical equations and the symplectic structure are given

for several different choices of the variables. In particular, we obtain the

equation of motion for spin and compare it with the Papapetrou equation.
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1. Introduction. The quantum Dlrao equation in curved space has a

long history going back to Schrodinger (1932a,b) and Dirao (1958) and has

been discussed by many authors (Bargmann 1932, Anderson 1967, Blrrell and

Davies 1982, Gorbacevic 1985). The equation for spinning particle in

general relativity has also been the subject of a large number of

investigations (Fock 1939, Papapetrou 1951, Schlff 1960a,t>).

In this work we discuss a new aspect of this problem. Recently, a

classical model of the DIrae electron with spin has been proposed (Barut

and Zanghi ; 9St J which is in one-to-one correspondence Mith the quantum

Dirac equation in the sense of canonical quantization, as well as

path-integral quantization (Barut and Duru 1984>. In this model, the

electron is a point charge but yet it exhibits spin property due to the

internal oscillations, called Lhe Zitterbewegung, Just aa the quantum

Dlrac electron. Thus the extended structure of the electron is not like

a spinning top (which would have the wrong phase space dimension when

compared to quantum phase space) but a more subtle internal dynamics.

Here we generalize this system to a general curved space, in order

to see the spin behavior in this situation.

2. The Lagrangian and Equations of Motion. The action is

determined by the following Lagrangian

L = l j | i ( S z - zz) * P U ' * - zgVz) - i z T z z j ^ z + eA z f l ^z ( la)

L = i)si(zz - zz) + VJL** - T" 'zfr z Mb)

L = -

( I d )

T " "



The last Lâ r.iiiglan (le) differs from (la) and (1b) by the total

derivative -(?i i/2)id(zz)/dT. Here z,-MiS C** are internal dynamical

WBlfS6HSfVstfily'"«re classical c-number C apinora; the complete phase

space has 1 sets or variables : (x^.p ,z,-?i iz). We use a proper-time

formalism: z=z(T), x^ =xr(f) and Z=z*X°; -ft and e are the only

fundamental constants, — ?i Has the dimension or an action, e conformally

dimensionleas (c = 1). tfe shall uae the units In which c = fi =-?\ = 1.

Mass doea not enter into the Lagranglan, it will come via an integral or

motion later. The ["7* '* are the spin connections (Fock and Ivanenko

1929, Bargmann 1932; Birrell and Davies 1962)

t - t W) are x-dependent Dlrac matrices, but all bilinear expressions

'*, zz, ... are classical c-numbers. Semicolon denotes the£i£eI5,J(

covariant derivative in curved spacetlme. No Grassmannians are used.

The canonical momenta p_ are introduced aa Lagrange multipliers for

the constraints '%>* s z'tf̂ z which will be one of the equationa of motion,

H 8 M u S W l l see. Finally, KAx) la an external electromagnetic field.

*)efn6fh'e equationa of motion derived from (1) are (}i a—l);

Cz (2a)

(2b)

(2a)

V <2d)
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where v"5z % z and T^'P -*A •izn«,z. The last equation can be

written more concisely in the form

DT
V «L ft
\r z 5 z (3)

where we have used the relations (Bargmann 1932, Catenacci and

Martellini 1977, Brignoli and Loinger 198I*)

with P*"" being the affinity and

the curvature tensor. Here

(5)

In flat space limit C—*0, % are Independent of x'* and eqa.(2) go

over to their Minkowskl space form (Barut and Zanghi 19S4).

3. Hamiltonlan and Poiason Brackets. The quantity

(6)

is a constant of notion, "jt = 0 with respect to proper tine as can be

checked using the equationa of notion; it also can be obtained from L

Jh-



(eq.Ocl) via a Legendre transformation once we have specified conjugate

pairs of canonical variables and symplectlc forms.

We define the Poisson brackets by (Barut and Zanghi 1964)

YE
(7)

so that

{z, iz) = (8)

showing that (z, Iz) and (x ,py) are conjugate pairs. All other brackets

betweefl*' 2,z,x,p are zero. Hence Legendre transfornatlos (for the

£lgftns><an {1 c> J is

P i (9)

tC). The value of the constant of motion ~f( is m, the rest mass.

's equations are now, again in proper time,

;,)333 qoe ••.

(10a)

(10b)

<10c)

(10d)

abac*

;l»e obtain the following closed Poisson bracket algebra

.:y,. (11a)

The spin tensor is defined by

(12)

The eqa.(il) have the sane form as the flat space equations except that

we have to use the curved covariant metric g y.

1. Equations of motion for spin. There are a number of other ways

of writing the dynamical systems equations. One way is to use the

dynamical variables z,? and x^.p^ as in eqa.(2) above. But we can also

substitute 5 as the basic Internal dynamical variables instead or z,"z.

The equations are

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

(13d)

Note that x ;v*" and p are linearly independent, which la also a property

of the Dlrac equation.

it is interesting to observe that for zero electromagnetic field

eqs.(13) are in one-to-one correapondence with the quantum Heiaenberg

equations (5.12) of ref. (Pavsic 1986).l*) T n e c o r r e 8 p o n d e n c e i s v a i l d

-6-



for the following replacements:

ir 5 -i{h ) (p in notation of Pavsic (1986))

(that Is p^tf7* in notation of Pavsic (1986))

The last equations (13d) corresponds to the following quantum equations

(not written explicitly by Pavsic (1986);

Both classical and quantum equations can be directly compared with

A4AtTie well known Papapetrou equations (Papapetrou 1951), derived by a

8 0 different method, namely from the contracted Bianehl identities applied

c6uEb*tfie stress-energy tensor of a spinning test particle:

p.\ - - 1 . R

Pr

(15a)

(15b)

where

(16)

If we identify mV = ft and neglect the difference between V^ and

v^ ( ), then eqs.(15) have the sane form as our classical eqa.(13c) and

(13d), or quantum eqs.^-^) of Pavaic (19b6).

-7-

Hore precisely, by using

PV"+ 1G (

1G (17)

we obtain from (13d)

1C«<«U - v V ) . - V - tr
T ~ >

(18)

For GVV = 0 «q.(!8) is consistent with

O9)

where we have taken into account eq.(i6). In this case our eqs.(13) are

identical with the Papapetrou eqs.<15); in general GVV is expected to

be non-zero and we have a small deviation from eqs.(15).

5. Conclusions. We have generalized the classical electron model

with Zitterbevegung to include the gravitation by the addition of a spin

connection, or what we call a "gravitational potential" G^ besides the

electromagnetic gauge potential A. as shown in eq.ddj. The resultant

symplectic framework has been analysed and an algebra of Poisson brackets

or dynamical variables has been determined. We have also obtained the

covariant equation of motion for momentum and spin and compared it with the

Papapetrou equation.
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n.

Footnotes

equations for an external electromagnetic field are given

by Barut and Thacker (1985a,b).
4444

{**)Accordlng to Barat and Zanghi (19S4). v<" = £ (Tz is the

centr^of-charge 4-velocity, whilst V^ ia the centre-of-maaa 4-velocity,

so Hflxf v? = V^ + U ,̂ where U^ is the relative velocity; obviously

v*V"*T, hut vVv =1.

(to,-
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